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Abstract 

Worldwide there are about 285 million visually impaired persons, of which 39 million are blind and the others have 
low vision. Almost all systems designed to assist them are quite complex and expensive, but most blind persons do not have 
advanced technical assistance and they are rather poor. We are therefore developing a low-cost navigation aid which can be 
afforded by almost all blind persons: basically, the ultimate goal is to use only a mobile phone with a built-in camera. This 
aid complements the white cane, it is easily portable, and it is not a hindrance when walking with the cane. The system will 
have an easy and intuitive interface, yet providing assistance in local and global navigation in realtime. In this paper we 
present the progress concerning local navigation. Path and obstacle detection just beyond the reach of the cane is now 
supplemented by detection of doors in corridors. This is necessary for localization, i.e., for developing a better impression 
of the environment and for finding a specific room. A sophisticated sound interface can assist the user for centering on 
paths like sidewalks and corridors, alerting to looming obstacles for avoiding them.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Worldwide there are about 285 million visually impaired persons. About 39 million are completely blind 

and 246 million have low vision; see [1] for more details. Most persons must rely on the white cane during 
local navigation, constantly swaying it in front for negotiating walking paths and obstacles in the immediate 
vicinity. 

eryday life by using assistive technologies. One named 
- -in ultrasound sensors for detecting obstacles, both horizontally 

and vertically. Its cost, estimated at USD 35, is affordable even by persons in poor countries. Schmitz et al. [3] 
developed a navigation system that seamlessly integrates static maps with dynamic, location-based textual 
information from a variety of sources. Each information source requires a different acquisition technique. All 
acquired information is combined by a context management platform, and then presented to the user as a tactile 
or acoustic map depending on the sources available at the current position and time. Positioning is achieved by 
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a combination of an inertial tracking system, RFID technology and GPS, and the user is guided to a desired 

complex and less affordable. In [4] an algorithm is presented to recognize landmarks suitably placed on 
sidewalks. This algorithm uses a combination of Peano-Hilbert space-filling curves for dimension reduction of 
image data, and ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) to pre-process images, which yields a fast 
and efficient recognition method. For previous work on the detection of doors we refer to [5]. 

hnology, it combines several 
technologies, such as GPS, GIS, WiFi and computer vision, to create a system which assists visually impaired 
persons in navigating both in- and outdoor. Its goal is to develop a vision and navigation aid which is: (a) not 
expensive, because about 90% of potential users live in so-called developing countries; (b) easily portable, not 
being a hindrance when walking with the cane; (c) complementing the cane, but not substituting it because 
blind persons must always be able to rely on the cane; (d) extremely easy to use in terms of intuitive 
interfacing; (e) simple to assemble, install and operate, without need for very skilled technicians; and (f) 
providing useful assistance for local and global navigation in realtime. Blavigator, from blind navigator, is a 
follow-up project of SmartVision. For further information about the SmartVision prototype we refer to [6]. 

Below, we briefly present the methods developed for SmartVision: the vision system which complements 
the white cane, with obstacle detection beyond the reach of the cane, and providing help for centering on 
walkable paths. We then focus on the new contributions: detection of doors in corridors, in the future also of 
houses along sidewalks, and a newly developed sound interface for path centering, obstacle alerts and obstacle 
avoidance. 

 
2. Path and Obstacle Detection 

 
In a previous paper we presented path and obstacle detection [7]. The system is based on a camera worn at 

the chest of the user, at a height of about 1.5 m from the ground. The height of the camera depends on the 
-in camera 

can be used, as nowadays most models have a VGA or better resolution. The resolution must be sufficient to 
resolve textures of pavements and potential obstacles like holes with a minimum size of 10 cm at a distance of 
2 to 5 meters from the camera. 

The camera points forward, the image plane being vertical, but deviations due to swaying during walking are 
not problematic because problems are solved in the image processing steps. 

The goal is to guide the user on walkable paths, i.e., the area where the user can walk safely. Examples are 
indoor corridors and outdoor sidewalks, but any path with a left and a right border can be detected. Because of 
perspective projection, the left and right border and other parallel lines intersect at a point called the vanishing 
point (VP). This point is first used to select the part of the image which is used for detecting valid borders, i.e., 
below the VP. After pre-processing using the Canny edge detector [8], an adapted version of the Hough 
transform [9] is applied to extract the left and right borders from the image. Since vertical camera alignment is 
not fixed but varies over time when the user walks, we use the VP in order to determine the horizon line (HL). 
The height of HL is computed dynamically, by averaging the values of the previous five frames. The area 
inside the left and right borders and the bottom line of the image we call the path window (PW). For more 
details concerning path detection we refer to [7].  

The PW is wider than the area in front where the blind person will walk and where obstacles must be 
detected. Hence, the PW is narrowed by drawing new lines through the VP: the positions of the original borders 
of the PW at the bottom line are shifted right (left border) and left (right border), which results in a narrower 
triangle. In addition, the height of the window can be reduced because the top of the triangle (near the VP) is 
too far away. Hence, the height of the triangle is reduced such that a distance of about 5 meters from the user is 
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covered. The resulting trapezoid with parallel top and bottom lines is called the obstacle window (OW). For 
obstacles in the immediate vicinity beyond the reach of the white cane we have to consider distances between 2 
and 5 m in front of the user, taking into account the height of the camera and perspective projection of the lens. 
However, the resolution at the bottom of the image is higher than that at the top or even at the VP. Therefore, 
we define a new obstacle detection window (ODW) and use interpolation to correct image resolution. Hence, 
the trapezoidal OW is converted to the rectangular ODW by maintaining the resolution at the top of OW but 
reducing it at the bottom. At this point we must stress that our system will not detect obstacles at a distance less 
than 2 m from the user, because of two reasons: (1) The user has already been alerted to a looming obstacle at a 
larger distance and advised to adapt path trajectory; (2) The user will always check a detected obstacle by using 
the white cane at short distance. 

For obstacle detection in the ODW we apply three algorithms: (1) counting zero-crossings of image 
deri
[7]. If an obstacle is detected (a) in at least 3 consecutive frames, (b) by at least two of the three algorithms in 
each frame, and (c) with obstacle regions whose intersections are not empty, the user will be alerted and 

 
In addition, in order to avoid the obstacle, the user is instructed to turn a bit left or right. This is done by 

ion with the open spaces to the left and right in the path window. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 2, the rightmost image on the top row, where in this case the distances from the obstacle to the path 
borders are about equal and the system can randomly choose which side to go.   

 
3. Lateral doors 

 
While walking in corridors and on sidewalks, the user can be informed about typical objects like doors of 

rooms and houses. This gives the user an impression of where he or she is. In general, detection of doors is not 
quite trivial because there are different types with different frames, also with different geometries if viewed 
non-orthogonally. 

Here we focus on doors in corridors. Assuming that the user walks along the corridor, guided by the vision 
module in centering 
This complicates their geometry, although three things can be assumed: doors have vertical frames, their height 
is larger than their width, and they connect to the floor. The latter means that they can be found close to the 
corridor (path) borders as explained in the previous section. 

on the floor have been dete
almost in the center but at a large distance such that it is rather small. Depending on its distance, there may not 
be enough information to confirm its geometry. So we call it a candidate which will be tracked while 
approaching it. As the distance decreases, more information becomes available and detailed descriptors can be 
applied to confirm if the candidate is actually a door or for example the entrance of another, perpendicular 
corridor. Tracking is important because in some frames a door may be occluded, for example by another 
person. 

After the Canny edge detector, the result of which is already available because of path detection, the first 
step is to extract long vertical edge segments that run upwards starting at the floor, as these are likely parts of 
door frames. 

We look for doors on both the left and right sides if the horizontal distances between the position of the VP 
and the leftmost and rightmost point of the PW are bigger than 50 pixels. If one distance is smaller, the 
corresponding side will not be analyzed because it will not contain enough wall information. In addition, 
vertical edges are only checked in the left and right regions from the image borders to 3/4 of the distance to the 
VP, excluding also the path window; these are the light gray regions in Fig. 1 (top-left). As the image frames 
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are distorted a bit due to the lens of the camera, which is more prominent close to the left and right image 
borders, and camera alignment may not be perfectly vertical due to the walking user, valid edge segments 
usually found at angles varying between 5 degrees from vertical. 

 
Fig. 1. Top: at the left the regions in which doors are detected, and at the right the door-detection algorithm. Bottom: detection of 

quadrilaterals; see text. 

For detecting the edge segments, the positions of edge pixels are stored as nodes in a graph, but all edges 
located inside the Path Window are ignored. The graph is constructed by checking all edge pixels on image 
lines, from left to right and top to bottom. But instead of analyzing all image lines, we first only select every 
tenth line and start at 2/3 of the image height. Considering a horizontal interval of ±5 pixels to the left and to 
the right of each edge pixel, we check the next 10th line for edge pixels in these intervals. If an edge pixel is 
found, a new node is created and linked to the edge pixel on the above 10th line. Figure 1 (top-right) illustrates 
the lines checked and the created nodes where vertical edges are present. Edge segments with less than three 
connected nodes can be discarded because they are not long enough. 

The created graph contains linked edge segments, but it only covers every 10th line of the image below 2/3 
of the image height. The next step is to verify vertical edges between the sampled lines. The top and bottom 
nodes of each edge segment define a straight line, and edges in the binary edge map are checked along this line. 
Starting in the middle of the line and going up and down until the end points, continuity of edges in the edge 
map is checked by applying a distance tolerance of one pixel on each side. Small gaps are filled by 
interpolating the nearest, confirmed edge positions. Vertical edges below the path borders are not checked, but 
those above 2/3 of the image height are in order to obtain the most complete edge information. The result is a 
list of confirmed and significant vertical edges. Since short vertical edges are not likely part of door frames, 
they are discarded. Taking into account perspective projection, the vertical distance between the path border on 
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the floor and the corresponding (left or right) border of the ceiling can be easily computed because they all pass 
through the VP.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Top: path, obstacle and doors detected along a corridor. Bottom: more examples in other corridors. 

This distance is a linear function of the distance to the camera. All vertical edges with a length shorter than 
2/3 of their corresponding distance are ignored. 

Having a list of long vertical edges, quadrilateral geometry must be checked for confirming door frames. To 
this end we first check the top points of the vertical edges for corners. We apply the Harris corner detector [10] 
within a window of size CRsize = 5×7 pixels. The Harris corner detector is based on the fact that a corner causes 
strong partial derivatives around a point of interest. If the two eigenvalues in the so-called Harris matrix H are 
approximately similar and above a threshold which depends on the size of the window, there is likely a corner 
present. The response of the detector is based on the approximation CR x y  trace(H) with 
k=0.8. Let the points Pi,top and Pi,bottom be the top and bottom of the edge I and the local maxima of the corner 
detector at Pc,i,top . If the response at Pc,i,top is higher than a threshold (10-6) a corner is assumed and Pi,top 
location is corrected to Pc,i,top. After all top points of vertical edges are checked for corners, an edge-tracking 
procedure is started at each corner in the direction of the vanishing point, with a vertical tolerance of 5 pixels. 
This procedure computes the mean pixel value Mc,v,p at the start point Pc,i,top . It stops when the mean at a 
current point (x,y) deviates too much, i.e., |Mc,v,p x,y| > TM with TM = 40, or when there is a run of 3 
consecutive missing edge pixels. If stopped at a point Pi,run, it forms, starting at Pc,i,top, an edge segment Si,run.  

A quadrilateral is formed by searching for the top of the vertical edge which is nearest to Pi,run ; see Fig. 1 
(bottom-left). If the nearest top position is above Pi,run, see Fig.1 (bottom-right), the edge is trimmed to the 
intersection point. The same process is repeated for all i. 

A quadrilateral found in one frame may not be detected in a next frame. This can happen if there is no top 

real edges or create shadow edges. For these reasons quadrilaterals, once detected, are tracked in subsequent 
frames, and their characteristics can be determined with higher accuracy when they are approached. The 

 close to the floor, therefore close to the path border, are good indicators for 
tracking. In principle, all bottom points are collinear, for example four points of two doors, and their distance 
ratios in two consecutive frames are preserved in perspective projection. Hence, tracking over frames could 
work if there are at least four matching edges in two consecutive frames. However, this is unlikely to happen, 
mainly because of perspective occlusion of the closest inner edge between door surface and door frame by the 
frame itself, even if the surface and frame have different colors. 
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Therefore the following approach was adopted. If a quadrilateral is found in region r1, see Fig.1 (top-left), 

points, considering a displacement of three pixels in both directions along the path border. If a corner of the 
quadrilateral enters region r2, a template patch of the bottom point is saved for further localization. The same 
interval plus displacement is considered, but each bottom point of vertical edges is tested against the patch. 

Figure 2 shows examples of corridors with detected path borders and doors in red. The top row shows door 
detection and tracking while approaching an obstacle in the center of the corridor. The bottom row shows more 
examples of door detection. In the right two frames we can see that some doors have not been detected, because 
they are too close or too far. Nevertheless, these are detected in other frames due to the tracking, such that the 
user can be informed about their existence. 

  
4. Sound and Speech interfaces 

 
Apart from the white cane, blind persons have learned to rely on the sounds surrounding them; e.g. [11]. In 
fact, the brains of most blind have learned to devote a big part of the visual cortex to audition, which is called 
sensory substitution. For these reasons we cannot use normal headphones, as these block surround sounds. 
Instead we use either the loudspeaker of the computer or bone-conducting headphones [12] which are normally 
used by swimmers in pools. If the latter option is too expensive, a normal headphone which does not block all 
surround sounds can be used. 

 

 
Fig.3. Structure of the user interface. 

In either case the synthesized sounds must be quite different from normal sounds and their volume must be 
adjustable.  

In addition, different persons have different preferences, so we offer a large set of sounds to choose from, 
and these can be selected for different purposes. This process is part of the installation and should not be done 
while using the system. 

Figure 3 shows the structure of the audio interface. Both sound and speech can be synthesized. Input 
consists of information from the vision module and a microphone for speech recognition. While using the 
system, the user can select the sound mode or the speech mode. Speech recognition can be activated by 
pressing a special key, in order to interpret vocal commands of the user. The information of the vision module 
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consists of very few coded messages: valid path found or not found, path centering is OK or should be 
corrected to the left or right, obstacle detected at N meters, avoid obstacle by going a bit to the left or right, plus 
a few messages devoted to special events like door detected on the left/right side. The sound and speech 
synthesizers only translate these messages into audible signals.  

Likewise, speech recognition concerns only very few commands, for starting and stopping sound or speech 
synthesis, for selecting the sound or speech output mode, and for controlling the volume. All commands from 

usage and to avoid any confusion. 
The module for speech recognition employs the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) [13]. It supports two 

modes of speech recognition, speaker-dependent and speaker-independent, and it can be used for continuous 
speech or for individual words. Our interface is devoted to individual words and is by default speaker-
independent. The advantage of speaker-independent recognition is that the user does not need to train it. The 
set of voice files contains 640 wave files of 8 words repeated 10 times by 8 different persons. The word set 
contains: stop, go*, mute, louder, lower, repeat, sound and speech. In the tests we conducted, the recognition 
rate in the case of speakers not included in the training set was very good. However, if a user experiences many 
problems, he or she is advised to switch to speaker-dependent mode and to train the system using the own 
voice. This has the additional advantage that a different language can be used. 

As mentioned above, the user can select sound mode and speech mode. Sounds are synthesized using pulse-
code modulation (PCM) in a mono channel, with 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. We used 
the Open Audio Language (OpenAL) for generating sounds in the Waveform Audio File (WAVE) format. The 
sounds have a fundamental frequency of 880 Hz, which corresponds to the tone A which is often used for 
tuning musical instruments (a normal tuning-fork of 440 Hz is one octave lower). However, all sounds can be 
modulated in amplitude (louder if an obstacle becomes closer) and in frequency (a higher frequency indicating 
left and a lower one right). All sounds have duration of 1s, they can be modulated by an envelope function with 
ADSR parameters, and they can be repeated, or some can be played continuously. For example, path centering 
can employ a continuous sound, and a looming obstacle can be signaled by a repetitive short sound. The system 
uses a few default sounds, but the user can select a few sounds from a large set, for example waves which have 
different spectra: sinusoidal for path centering (sinusoidal sounds are rather neutral), triangular for obstacles 
(these are more conspicuous because of higher harmonics), and rectangular if no valid path can be found (these 
sound very harsh: attention!). 

Figure 4 illustrates several situations, with the corresponding default sound waves at the bottom. The left 
three images on the top row illustrate path centering. In the second image, path centering is perfect: a default 
sinusoidal tone at 880 Hz. In the first and third images, the path center is detected to the left and to the right, 
respectively, as indicated by the higher and lower frequency. The rightmost image on the top row and the left 
three images on the second row show a few frames in which an obstacle is approached: the sound wave 
changes from sinusoidal to triangular, and both amplitude and frequency increase. In the last image no valid 
path can be detected and a harsh squarewave sound is played. In speech mode, the same information as 
explained above is transmitted by synthesized speech messages. 

-to-speech synthesizer to generate these messages in several languages: Portuguese, 

los
 x 

 

 
* Go is used instead of start because is difficult to discriminate from stop. 
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once an obstacle has bee . The latter is repeated every few 
seconds or if the distance to the obstacle has changed. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Examples of path and obstacle detection with sound synthesis. From left to right and top to bottom: the first three images show path 

centering with a frequency-modulated sinusoidal sound. The next four images show a sequence in which an obstacle is approached, as 
indicated by a triangular sound increasing in amplitude and frequency. In the last image, no valid path can be detected and a harsh sound is 

played.  

5. Conclusions 
 
We presented a vision system that detects lateral doors in corridors. Although in some frames a door may be 

missed, the tracking algorithm assures that the door will be detected in subsequent frames. This improves the 
reliability of the system and the user can be informed about nearby doors while walking in a corridor. Ongoing 
work concerns detection of the door type, as doors can contain windows or not. Also, normal doors have a knob 
at the left or right side, approximately at waist height, whereas fire doors may have a horizontal bar. Additional 
information consists of signs on or next to doors, reading WC, EXIT, STAIRS and ELEVATOR, also including 
a room /door number or name. 

Basically, the goal is to detect all useful information for the user, such that he or she can become more 
familiar with a building or find a specific destination or room [5]. Although similar to door detection in 
corridors, detection of doors of houses and entrances of buildings, for example when walking on a sidewalk, is 
much more complicated because of the larger variability. 

We also presented the sound interface that assists the user in centering on paths like sidewalks and corridors, 
alerting to looming obstacles for avoiding them. The user can choose between sound and speech mode, with a 
large collection of different sounds of which a few must be selected. This allows the user to customize the 
interface according to his personnel preferences. Speech and sound synthesis is complemented by speech 
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recognition, but, as for speech and sound synthesis, limited to very few words. The interface is optional 
because the user can prefer not to use sounds, but a vibrating bracelet or cane handle instead [6]. 

The prototype system is completely based on off-the-shelf components, i.e., camera, microphone, 
headphones or perhaps bone-conducting phones, a cheap notebook computer being the most expensive item. A 
manual is being prepared such that the system can be assembled and installed by any technician. Nevertheless, 
the same system is also being adapted to a SmartPhone which can be worn with a strap around the neck. 
Although a suitable SmartPhone may still be too expensive, it is expected that in two or three years the price 
will be much lower.  

An initial prototype of the system has been already tested by a blind person, and many more tests are 
planned. These tests will be conducted in collaboration with the Portuguese association for the blind and 
amblyopes (ACAPO), which participates in the Blavigator project.  
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